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INTRODUCTION TO PARADOX 

2. Paradox Token was created in response to an increasing demand for digital 

entertainment along the lines of comic, video game, and TV entertainment. All three have 

been combined into Paradox. Paradox’s soul goal was to create a token that would target 

several markets and create a unique buzz within the crypto world. The name Paradox was 

chosen due to the Paradox phenomenon within physics which is an apparent contradiction to 

a physical description of the universe. Which is how we came up with our characters 

personalities and traits, Dr. Z and his sidekick Gudboi who by pure expression alone would 

seem to be not of this world.  

Our main goal is to create a series of entertainment starting with a comic series and 

ending with a TV and video game series. Paradox feels that this idea is unique and one of a 

kind, to which it will fill the demands of a particular community and in a way satisfying the 

needs of many consumers. We don’t only want to be another project; we want to become 

something uniquely profound and a giant amongst our peers, a legacy to be remembered! 
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MEET THE TEAM!  

3.  

• Marketing: Tony and Spliff will be responsible for finding influencers, ad campaigns, 

analytics, gaining traction and interacting with the community.  

• Creative Team: Jim and BM will be responsible for targeting industry trends and 

keeping ahead of our competitors, producing visual work, coming up with a host of ideas 

and pitching them to the team and community, he will be in charge of developing the 

storyline and visual effects.  

• Community Chat/MOD: Elius has been a part of our team from day one. She will be 

involved in keeping the telegram chat alive and helping answer any questions.  

• Consultant Team: Alien will be involved in many areas of this project. He will be 

targeting several areas like entertainment, influencers, social media and more. CORE TEAM  

 

3a.  

• Core Team: Marc, Rob and Chase are responsible for keeping the project operations 

running and efficient. The Core Team will also be involved in social media, telegram, finding 

influencers, motion graphics and more. The Core Team will also be involved in marketing, 

analytics, and producing direction and guidance for the project.  
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DR. Z and GUDBOI  

4. Dr. Z is quite the unique character! He was born an orphan and adopted by parents 

that felt pity for the kid. Growing up Dr. Z was always fascinated with science, but his bizarre 

looks and freakish personality made him an outcast amongst his peers, which in effect caused 

him to be bullied often. One day Dr. Z stumbles on an abandoned puppy in an alleyway, fueled 

by his own past abandonment he decided to take the pup under his wing and give him a home. 

During his youth his deep desire for acceptance and genuine love caused him to go mad and lose 

his mind seeking revenge for the unfair treatment he endured. His newfound life mission is to 

mold the unfit world into his own desired image and creation by genetically mutating the world 

population into people just like him. He vows to never stop until he succeeds, and poor Gudboi 

becomes his first failed experiment. Or was he???  

GUDBOI  

3. Oh Gudboi!!! Poor Gudboi!!! Gudboi became Dr. Z trusted sidekick and only friend, 

tragically what was once a simple dog became a sort of…. Special dog! But he’s not just special 

in the sense of being slow, NO!! Gudboi is secretly a hero who stops all of Dr. Z’s experiments 

when Dr. Z least expects it. Gudboi is indeed a good boy! Saving the world one experiment at a 

time, Gudboi isn’t just a goofy dog, no, behind his squirrely eyes and panting tongue is a dog 

with a secret… SUPER GENIUS INTELLIGENCE!!! But, in order for Gudboi to save the world, Dr. Z 

must NEVER know!  
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TOKENOMICS  

TOTAL SUPPLY 16 BILLION   

a. Transaction Fee 13%  

b. Liquidity Pool 3%  

c. Lottery 3% (In Stable Coin)  

d. Marketing 4% (In BNB)  

e. Redistribution to Holders 3% (In Stable Coin)  

WALLETS  

• Burn  

• LP  

• Lottery (In Stable Coin)  

• Marketing (In BNB)  

• DEV (LOCKED) PRESALE  

• 50 BNB Whitelist (Must Complete Tasks on Gleam for a Spot)  

• 300 BNB dxtools  
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ANTI-BOT AND TAXATION 

 Integrated within our contract we programed an anti-bot algorithm which will 

automatically deny and honeypot any bots trying to snipe our contract. We believe 

that bots are a huge plague to the initial launching of a new token, which is why we 

have taken all precautions to eliminate that issue. We don’t with for out investors to 

have to fight for a better position within out token, it is not fair to the real-life 

investors who believe in this project.  

TAXATION 

 In addition to the Anti-bot programing we have decided to add heavy taxes to the 

initial launching days of the token to prevent unnecessary dumping. Paradox believes in this 

community and project, the last thing we want is people who are here to make a quick buck. 

We have also limited the max buy for the initial launch dates to prevent whales from 

accumulating and then dumping. Taxation will be done as follows… 

• 33% Days 1-2 

• 23% Days 3-4 

• 13% Days 4-infinity 

o Max wallet allowance 1% 

o Max buy on launch 1%  
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ROAD MAP  

Q1.  

• Webpage Launch  

• Whitepaper  

• Build Social Media Presence  

• First Digital Paradox Comic NFT  

• Token Launch  

• First Lottery Draw  

 

Q3. 

 • Partnerships  

• Expand Team  

• Beta Testing of Paradox Game  

• Multiple CEX Listings  

 

 

Q4.  

• Release First Paradox Game  

• First Paradox Game Competition  

• Start Development of RPG Paradox 

Game  

DOX 

AN ACTION-PACKED COMIC BOOK SERIES      

Q2.  

• Marketing Campaign Begins  

• Coin Market Listing  

• Coin Gecko Listing • Blockfolio 

Listing  

• Audit  

• First Digital Paradox Cartoon NFT  

DOX 

AN ACTION-PACKED COMIC BOOK SERIES      
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DISCLAIMER  

7. Disclaimer:  

PARADOX TOKEN is a crypto currency project aimed at the digital entertainment 

market. We ARE NOT financial advisors, though we believe this project is one of a kind 

and the potentials of this project are remarkable and unmatched. We do recommend 

that all investors, invest *AT THEIR OWN RISK* and do their own due diligence. 

Paradox Token has certain anti-bot algorithms coded within the contract and we 

clearly advise anyone who is considering using a crypto-currency bot (to buy or sell 

any Paradox Tokens) read through the whitepaper first to fully understand the 

repercussions of their actions. The PARADOX Team recommends that all investors seek 

out their own financial advisors before investing in this project. If you so choose to 

invest in PARADOX Token, it is understood that PARADOX does not guarantee success 

of your investments and that any risks taken are the choices and the responsibilities of 

the investors themselves. Please ensure upon investing that you are complying with 

all local and government laws before purchasing. 


